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SUMMARY

Efficiency tests have been made on a single-stage gas turbine
having an 11.O-inch pitch-line diameter wheel and a nozzle dlaphra@
with cast airfoil-shaped nozzle blades using atmospheric air as the
driti~ fluid. A comparison of these taste with previous tests made
on the same turbine but with a nozzle diaphra~ having fabricated bent
sheet-metalblmiee is given.

The results show an Increase In efficiency In changing from
the fabricated to the cast nozzle diaphra~ of 0.095 at a pressure
ratio of 1.5 and 0.02 at a pressure ratio of 5.2 for a blads-to-Jet
speed ratio of 0.4. A compmison of tb .alrflow with the two nozzle
diaphra~ Indicates an increase in mass-flow coefficient f m the
cast nozzle diaphra~ over tkt for the fabricated nozzle dlaphragk

IrmcmJcTIcm

The results of efficiency tests of a sin@e-stage ~s turbine
having an 11.O-inch pilmh-llne diameter wheel with a nozzle dtaphra~
having fabricated bent sheet-mtal blades using cold air as the drlv-
Ing fluid were presented in reference 1. The efficiency tests reported
herein have been made on the same turbine wheel as in the reference

, tests but with a nozzle diaphra~ ueing cast airfoil-shapsd nozzle
blades. Cold air was also used m. these taste as the driving fluid.

The cast nozzle diaphragm differs fmm the fabricatednozzle
dlaphra~. principally in the shape of the nozzle blades. The blades
of the cast diapln=a~ have a more rounded entrance and the flow
passa~s turn in a contracting section. In addition, the enia-ante
to the nozzles of the cast diapm is more nearly axial than that
for the fabricated dtaphm@u.
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The purpose” k“ the” reported tedm, which ware cotiucted at
the N4CA Cleveland laboratory, wae to detemina the differences in
the turbine pWfOWM10 e caused by the change frcm fabricated to
cad nozzle diaphm~.

APPmms Am Mlimcm

‘ The appa=atus for these tests was the same as that of refer-
ence 1 with the exception of the use of a nozzle box with a cast
nozzle diaphra~. Ih each case, a wheel with inserted buckets was
used and bucket-to-nozzle clearance was set at O.Jl to 0.12 Inch.

Diagrams of the fabricated and the cast nozzle diaphra~ are
shuun in-
tha cast

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

figure 1. The princt~ changes from the fabricated to
nozzle diaphm~ are as follows:

Blade angle decreaeed frcan220 to an angle betwaen 22°
and 200 varying frcannozzle to nozzle

Cm aml.e, definedas the angle betwuen a line para~el
to the axis & the turbine and the canter line of the
nozzle flow passage, changed”from 0° to 15°

Blade shape changed from sheet to airfoil form with the
resulting change in entrance shape

Number of nozzle openings increased frcm 38 to 46

Nozzle-box discharge area decreased from 10.9 to
10.3 square inches

Efficienoy teata ware mde over the folluwing range of oondi-
tions: The ratio of the nozzle-box inlet pressure to the discharge
~easure ma varied frcm approximately 1.36 to 6.07; at each prea-
aure ratio, the turbine apead waa varied frm apprdmately 3000 to
21,000 rpm. The teat method and the methxl of calculation are
ccznpletelygiven in reference 1.

S’n4Bas

A. nozzle-box diachaqp area, (aq ft)

8 acceleration due to grav’ity,32.2 (ft)/(aec)2 or dimensional
constant, 32.2 (lb)/(slug)

k rosa-flow coefficient defined as ratio of actual masa flow to
ideal maa flow
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, .
pa

Ti

u

v

IMM3S fi~ of dr, (81uge)/(see)

.twMne speed, (rpn)

static preseure of turbine discharge at plenum chambar, . “
(In. Hg absolute)

total pre8sure at nozzle-bcu inlet, (in. Hg absolute)

-S ccastant fcm air, 53.35 (ft-lb)/(lb)(%)

tot&l temperature at nozzle-box Inlet, (% absolute)

blade pitch-line speed, (fps)

theoretical Jet speed, (fps)

REUL!lE AND DISCUSSION

Efficiency curves for the turbine with the cast nozzle dla@ram
are shown In f~gure 2 for a range of pressure ratios pi~pd fr-m -
1.36 to 6.07, em inlet preesure pi of about 25 inches of mercury
absolute, and an Inlet temperature Ti of about 5320 F absolute.
The mximum turbine efficiency q occurred at a blade-to-~et speed
ratio u/v of approximately 0.43. The eolld curves of figure 3 are
a cross plot of figure 2. It is apparent from figures 2 and 3 that
the efficiency of the turbine with a cast nozzle diaphra~ increases
up to a pressure ratio of about 3 and then decreases.

The”occumence of the dip In the curves fa the cast nozzle
dlaphra~at 8 pressure ra%io C& about 1.7 has been confirmed by
several check tests. Plotted on”fi@re 3 as dashed curves are the
efficiencies of the turbine with the fabricated nozzle dlaphr~, the
dati for which were Mmnfromreference 1 for an Inlet-gas tsqpem-
ture of 5370F abeoluts and an inlet pressure of about 25.4 inches of
mercury almolute. The ~fference in efficiency betmen the two
turbines with Uffsrent di8phra@zs above a pressure ratio of about
2 increases as the blade-to-Jet speed ratio increases and decreases
as the pressure ratio Iqreases. For a blade-to-set speed ratio of
0..4the efficiency & +e lamblne ulth the cast nqzzle.dtaphragn Is
approximately 0.095 higher than the efficiency with the fabricated
nozzle diaphra~ at a pressure ratio of 1.5 and 0.02 higher at a
preesure.ratio of 5.2. The comparlsonat a ccmstant blade-to-jet
speed ratio, however, does @ completely describe me differences
In perfommnce because the mxlmum efficiency for the turbine with
the cast nozzle diaphm~ occurred at a blade-to-~et speed ratio of “
approximately 0.43 as a~inst 0.40 (see reference 1) for the turbine
with the falmlcated nozzle dia-.

#



A separation of the effeots of velocity coefflclent, velooity
dlstributitm, cone angle, and blade angle on the turbin effloiency
Is not possible with the present data.. If the assumption Is arbi-
trarily made that the velocity diagrams of the turbines with east
and fabricated nozzle dlaphra~s are similar with regard to all
angles, the optimum blade-to-Jet speed ratio must change in the
same proporticm as the nozzle Jet velocity coefficient. Inasmuch
as the turbine efficiency varies as the square of the nozzle #et
velocity coefficient, an increase in turbine efficiency of about
15 percent should be acccunpanledby m Increase’in optimum u/v of

.
about 7* percent. The actus+lInorease In optimum u/v was frcm

0.40 to 0.43 or 7* percent. At higher pressure ratios, wherethe

expansion in the clearance ~ces beccmes appreciable, the Increased
nozzle jet velocity coefficient has proportionally less effect on
the over-aU velocity coefficient of the nozzle ad clearance-sp3ce
expansion, as well as on the turbine efficiency.

Unpublished NJICAteets have showna considerable effect of
inlet-pipe design on turbine efficiency. The design used throughout
the repcmted tests is.that of reference 1. Any posstble difference
in the effect of the Inlet duct on the turbine errlclency with
different nozzle diaphragms has not bees established. It is con-
ceivable that the entranoe-section effect would not be the same for
different nozzle diaphragms.

Plots of the air-flow factor ~ G a~inst ‘e a~g~

factor ~519/Tin”
I

for various pressure ratios are shown in figura 4

for the east nozzle diaphra~. Figure 5(a) is a cross plot of tie
data In figure 4. The data for figure 5(b), taken from referenoe 1,
Is for the i’abrioateddiaphra~. For pressure ratios above 2:3, the
ah-fLw factor ia conatint for all valuea of speed factor. The
air-flow factor was generally higher for the turbine with the cast
nozzle diaphragm. The greatest Inorease in the air-flow factcm waa
at low pressure ratios with only a slight increase of about 1 percent
at pressure ratioa above 2.3.

The mtio of the mass-flow coefficients my be calculated for
any given pressure ratio and speed frcnuthe folhwing equation:
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where the subscripts. o and f desi~te the cast nozzle diaphr~
and the fabricated nozzle Maw, respectively. The diachhr@
area al?the cast nozzle Maphm@ is 10.5 square inches and the “dis-
char~ area of the fabricated nozzle diapz la 10.9 square inches.
The mass-flow coefficient for the cast nozzle Ma- 1s h~@-
Imtely 7 percemt hi@er above a pressure ratio of 2.3’~ 15 percent
higher at a pressure ratio of 1.5 than that fm the fabricated nozzle
diam. “

smMARYar REsuurs

Fran a cmparison of perfoumnce tests of a single-stage *S
turbine having an 11. O-inch pitch-line diameter wheel using a
nozzle diapx with cast airfoil-shaped nozzle blades with taste
of the sam turbine wheel using a nozzle diam with fabricated
bent sheet-metal blades, the followlng results were obtained:

1. !l!Beblade-to-jet speed ratio for mxlmum efficlency was
a~oximtely 0.43 far the turbine with a cast nozzle diapm -
0.40 for the fabricated nozzle diaphragm. This increase is probably
caused principally by the increased velocity coeff1cient of the cast
nozzle Map-.

2. El?ficlency of the turbine with the cast nozzle dlam was
higher than the efficiency with a fabricated nozzle diaphm~. At a
blade-to.$et speed ratio of 0.4 the increase in efficiency me 0.095
at a pressure ratio of 1.5 and 0.02 at a pressure ratio cd 5.2.

3. The mss-flow coefficient for the cast nozzle diam was
approximately 7 percent higher above a ~essure ratio of 2.3 aml
approximti~ M percent hl@er at a presti ratio of 1.5 than tkt
for the fabricated aozzle dlaphra@u.

Aircraft Engine Research Iaboratary,
National Advisory Ccnunitteefor Aeronautics) .

Clweland, Ohio.

1. Gabriel, David S., and Cazman, L. Robert: EE’fioiencyTests of
a Single-stage Impulse Turbine Having an 11.O-Inch Pitoh-Idne
Diemeter Wheel with u as the Driving Fluid. IWCA ACR
NC. I$5C30, 1945.
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(b) Fabricated nozzle diaphragm.

Figure 1. - Diagrams of the cast and fabricated nozzle dia-
phragm. All dimensions are in inches.
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Q 1.36 535 25.4
+ 1.74 523 25.1

x

i

x 2.33 532 25.1
n 3.15 536 24.4
0 4.45 535 25.1
A 5.35 533 24.8
v 6.07 532 25.1

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5
Blade-to-jet speed ratio, u/v

.6 .7 .8

Figure 2. - Variation of turbine efficiency with blade-to-jet speed ratio for various pressure
ratios using’cast nozzle diaphragm.
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Figure 3. - Comparison of the turbine efficiency with a cast noszle diaphragm with the
turbine efficiency with a fabrlkated nozzle diaphragm.
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(b] Fabricated nozzle diaphragm.

Fl@re 5. - Cmnparl son of air-flow factors for the cost and the r’ahrlcated nozzle diaphragms.
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